82 honda accord

The Accord wheelbase was increased by about three inches and its length by about 2 inches,
giving rear-seat passengers a tad more leg room. The mechanics of the car were virtually
unchanged except for a 3-hp increase, all the way up to 75 hp from the first generation Accords,
but the body was restyled and the interior became a bit more aesthetically pleasing. However,
the price didn't put off drivers, who still wanted to own this fuel-efficient auto, and for the first
time, Car and Driver magazine named it one of the year's Ten Best Cars. Current drivers of this
plus-year-old car consider it "cheap, rock-solid transportation" that's economical and reliable.
El precio base era de aproximadamente 7. I have a honda accord 3 door lx 5 speed. I know
almost nothing about cars so I was wondering if someone could point me in the direction of a
block heater that works for it. I don't get home f Lost 5th gear in a manual transmission, all the
other gears work fine. Is their a way to adjust the linkage or is their a bolt in the transmission
that can be adjusted. Average user score. Based on 1 review. It's A Scrappy Little Car. Updated
Oct 22, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Honda Accord? Have you driven a Honda
Accord? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Honda Accord. Have questions? Ask a question.
Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Honda Accord Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Honda Accord to Related
Models. Select Year Conditions apply. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Use my current location.
Visit Honda Automobiles homepage. Arriving Spring Shopping Tools. Are you sure? Your ZIP
Code helps us search inventory at dealers near you. Back to Accord. Select the trim you want to
compare. You can only compare a maximun of 5 trims. Please remove a trim. Key Features.
Horsepower SAE net 4-Cyl 1. Horsepower SAE net 4-Cyl 2. Honda Sensing Technologies.
Driver-Assistive Technology. Active Safety. Passive Safety. Push Button Start. Cruise Control.
One-Touch Turn Indicators. Tilt and Telescopic Steering Column. Center Console with Armrest
and Storage Compartment. Capless Fuel Filler. Sunglasses Holder. Rear-Window Defroster.
Cargo Area Light. Side Door Pockets. Illuminated Steering Wheel-Mounted Controls. Illuminated
Power Window Switches. Trunk Main Switch. Lockable Glove Compartment. Leather-Wrapped
Steering Wheel. Leather-Wrapped Shift Knob. Driver-Side Seatback Pocket. Automatic-Dimming
Rearview Mirror. Door Pull Ambient Lighting. Driver's Seat with Manual Height Adjustment.
Adjustable Front Seat-Belt Anchors. Seating Capacity. Leather-Trimmed Seats. Ventilated Front
Seats. Exterior Features. Aluminum Hood. Body-Colored Door Handles. Variable Intermittent
Windshield Wipers. Power Side Mirrors. Fin-Type Roof-Mounted Antenna. LED Fog Lights.
Chrome Exhaust Finishers. Gloss Black Decklid Spoiler. Heated, Power Side Mirrors. Active
Shutter Grille. Courtesy Lights. Body-Colored Parking Sensors. Boost Pressure. Bore and
Stroke. Compression Ratio. Lithium-Ion Battery. Fuel Injection. Hill Start Assist. Immobilizer
System. Remote Engine Start. Fuel Tank Capacity. Required Fuel. Electric Motor. Interior
Measurements. Passenger Volume. Exterior Measurements. Wheel Resonators. MacPherson
Strut Front Suspension. Multi-Link Rear Suspension. Adaptive Damper System. Steering Wheel
Turns, Lock-to-Lock. Steering Ratio. Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb. All-Season Tires.
Compact Spare Tire. Search Studies. Used Cars. Honda Accord. Cars Owners Keep the Longest.
Most Popular Cars in See more studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars. Used Honda Accord
Base for Sale. Location: Lucerne Valley, CA Get email alerts for price drops and new listings
matching this search. Would you like to view the latest search results? Zip Code Required X.
What is the average price for Honda Accord? How many are for sale and priced below market?
Other Honda Years. Honda Trims. Others also viewed these Models Keep me posted on new
listings X. Email me new car listings and price drops matching this search:. Email Please
specify correct email. By clicking "Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and Privacy Policy. Track
price drops for this car X. Email me when the price of this listing drops:. Please specify correct
email. Email me for all future saved listings. The search has been saved X. The search has been
saved. Would you like to get email alerts for new listings and price drops for the search?
Subscribe No. Used Honda Accord Base. Used Honda Accord LX. Set an alert to be notified of
new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Titled,
Clean California car. I had running 3 years ago. Carberator needs re Refine Search? Also be
sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and
white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k

actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars.
Building on the original Accord's solid success, Honda kept its top-selling car on the path of
ever-more sophistication and refinement. The redesigned models found an even wider
audience, and sales continued to climb. But a lingering recession and deep job cuts in the U.
Critics charged that Honda and other Japanese brands with "dumping" cars, thus stealing sales
from American manufacturers and forcing them to layoff workers. It was in this heated political
atmosphere that Honda became the first Japanese automaker to build cars in the U. The
hot-selling Accord was the logical candidate, and in late a new "transplant" factory in
Marysville, Ohio, began turning out Accord sedans. This was mainly a business decision, and
bold one, with no guarantee of a payoff. But succeed it did, and other Japanese brands soon
followed Honda's lead. The auto industry hasn't been the same since. Though not evident at a
glance, the redesigned Honda Accord was somewhat longer, wider and roomier than previous
models. Wheelbase was stretched nearly three inches to A three-model lineup returned, and the
mechanical package was little changed, though rated horsepower rose by three to Styling was
familiar too, but a bit smoother and better resolved. Despite all this, the Accord kept its
people-pleasing character. Honda was just offering more of a good thing. In the process, the
Accord became somewhat quieter and smoother riding. It also felt more substantial despite
being little heavier. And fuel economy was still top-of-the-class at an honest miles per gallon.
Honda began selling its historic U. Hatchback coupes were still imported from Japan, as were
some sedans, as it took time for the new Ohio plant to reach full speed. Some pundits expected
build quality would suffer, but Consumer Guide and most others discerned little difference in
the American Accords. Aside from that, there was but one notable change affecting every
Honda Accord: a four-speed automatic transmission to replace the previous three-speed option.
The extra gear allowed cruising at lower rpm to the benefit of fuel economy, aided by a lockup
torque-converter clutch that reduced the fuel-wasting internal slippage associated with
automatic. Other manufacturers offered similar transmissions, Detroit included. Appearance
updates, a larger engine and a new luxury-trim sedan made up the Honda Accord story. All
models now carried a 1. Honda's sporty Prelude coupe was redesigned in around this same
engine, but with dual carburetors and horsepower. An LX-trim sedan was added with most of
the same features as the LX hatchback. Both sedans received a fresh "face. Coupes got a lower
hoodline, specific nose styling, revised bumpers, and a hatch lid with integrated spoiler. They
also received orange gauge graphics and a firmer suspension with a rear stabilizer bar added.
All these changes were intended to give Accord coupes a sportier personality for added market
appeal. Speaking of which, Accord sales this year broke into the top ranks for the first time,
though it was not be the last. Closing out the car's second generation, the Honda Accord lineup
gained a spiffier luxury sedan, the SE-i. Future Accord generations would also end with SE
Special Edition models, though not even Honda might not have known that in As on some
European cars, the "i" stood for fuel injection, Honda's new port electronic system with a
separate squirter for each cylinder. Horsepower checked in at , versus an unchanged 86 on
other models. The SE-i replaced the four-door LX, but was even ritzier, with leather upholstery,
power-operated glass sunroof, and special exterior trim as exclusive and standard. Other
Accords received only detail trim changes. The second-generation design cemented Accord's
reputation as one of the best compact-car buys on the market. As Consumer Guide noted in
"The front-drive Accord has consistently been highly ranked by our auto staff for its overall
refinement, perky performance and neat assembly quality. Our most recent test car was an
American made LX sedan that was probably the best-built Accord we've seen to date. Other
cars in this size and price range are equal to or close to Accord in equipment and assembly, but
none seem to match the smooth, quiet nature of Honda's 1. It's still at the head of the class for
our money. Go to the next page to find out what the third design generation of the Honda
Accord had to offer. Prev NEXT. Get expert analysis of thousands of used cars over the past
decade at Consumer Guide's Used Car Reviews. You've found the vehicle you want to buy, but

only a Vehicle History Report can tell you if the odometer is accurate, if it's received any safety
recall repairs, and a host of other essential information. Find out why, and learn about our other
top new-car values. Shopping for a hybrid car? Click here to see the Honda Accord hybrid and
other hybrid car pictures. For a few decades now, the Honda Accord has been a paradigm for a
midsize family sedan. Whether you've been looking for safety, fuel economy, performance or a
reputation for reliability, the Accord has had something to offer. This continues to hold true for
the Accord. This year's car gets a few updates, including a face-lift and the introduction of
wireless Android Auto and Apple CarPlay, which means you don't need to use a USB cord to
integrate your phone's apps with the touchscreen. The Accord has been our top pick for a
midsize sedan the past few years, but a new rival has managed to just barely edge the
praiseworthy Honda out of first place. The Kia K5 does almost everything as well as â€” or
better than â€” the Accord, but at a lower price and with a bit more style. It's a very close battle
between the two, and other contenders including the Mazda 6 and Hyundai Sonata aren't far
behind. As close as all of these vehicles are, it may very well come down to personal preference
and which dealer can cut you a better deal. The current 10th-generation Honda Accord has been
a hit with Edmunds editors since it debuted in As a result, we added an Accord EX-L with the 1.
Check out our long-term Accord test , where we cover our real-world ownership experiences.
Note that while we tested a Accord, most of our observations still apply to the model. Most
Accords come with a turbocharged 1. The Sport 2. There's also an Accord Hybrid model that is
reviewed separately. LX This base trim comes well equipped for the price, with feature
highlights that include:. Sport Stepping up to this model adds some sporty styling flourishes
and a few convenience items such as:. Sport SE This new trim level builds on the regular Sport
with more convenience and luxury features that include:. Sport 2. It also adds:. The quality of
the cabin ride has improved quite a bit from the previous version not that they were bad but I
love when you closed any door it feels like your in a higher end luxury car without the price tag.
The technology is very unique because you get all the features of a navigation system without
the cost with the apple CarPlay feature sure you use your cell data but the savings of upgrade
to have the feature built in well you do the math. Just purchased a new Accord LX after
shopping many different vehicles. With standard Apple Carplay, adaptive cruise control, lane
assist, and dual zone climate control, the features are plenty for me, and are offered at a
reasonable price. Cars are all really expensive, so reasonable is a relative term, but I do believe
that this was a great value for the money. For me, driving the car is enjoyable. The car gives a
stable, larger car ride but with good cornering and feedback from the road. Acceleration is good
even in the eco mode and so combined mileage near 30 mpg is good. So far, I am very happy
with this purchase and would recommend to anyone looking for a good value in reliable
transportation. The fact that the car is built in Ohio is another plus for me. I am happy to support
American workers regardless of the brand. Another part of this experience that helped me to be
so positive is having the transaction conducted at a dealership that is straightforward and
decent to do business with. The salesperson was outstanding and was completely honest with
me. It is much easier to like a car more when the purchasing experience is also positive. I look
forward to many years of driving this car. The car is stylish, packed with features backed by
Honda's unbeatable reliability and support and has more than enough power for the average
driver! Go test drive one and you will know its the best car in class for the price. This car has all
the feature one would need. It is an amazingly smooth ride. You are able to put it into eco drive
if that works bet for you or even sport mode. It has alerts to when needed to stay within the lane
and even when it is time for you to stop and rest. Accords have always even reliable and great
on gas. Write a review. See all 13 reviews. In this video, Mark Takahashi takes these two popular
midsize family sedans to our test track. But we didn't take just any old Accord or K5. Since this
is a "sport" sedan comparison test, we have the sporty versions of the two top midsize sedans:
the Kia K5 GT and the Honda Accord Sport. These sport versions have more performance,
power and speed. We answer this and a whole lot more in our sport sedan comparison test. It's
the Honda Accord Sport vs. And they've had a few fun models sprinkled in there over the years,
too. Kia, the new kid on the block by comparison. They've taken on the establishment and won.
The Kia K5 just stole the Edmunds top rated crown away from the Honda Accord in the midsize
sedan class. But family sedans are boring, right? Or are they? What we have here are these
sporty versions of the two top rated sedans in the class. I mean, do they have any idea who I
think I am? If you want to see a showdown with those, leave a comment below. In this video,
we're concentrating more on the performance aspects of these sedans. If you want more
in-depth information on things like comfort and convenience, we have links to videos below that
will give you all the information you need. But this is the fun zone. As always, head over to
edmunds. And to get a cash offer on your vehicle, head to edmands. Let's get the specs out of
the way first. That's paired with a speed automatic. Want some bonus points? That's a detuned

version of the same engine that's in the Honda Civic Type R. That puts out horsepower and
pound feet of torque. That's mated with an eight-speed dual clutch automatic. But the Kia K5 GT
goes further with a sport-tuned suspension, upgraded brakes, and steering. Seems like you get
more with the GT, right? But keep in mind, the Accord already gets high marks for its sporty
handling. On top of that, we need to find out how all of these changes affect the K5's driveability
and comfort. Both of these are offered only in front wheel drive, which leads me to question
whether or not those front tires can handle all this added performance. Supporting K5 models
are offered with all wheel drive and the smaller engine, which is a bonus for those who live in
weather prone areas. Tires are vitally important, too, and the K5 gets Pirelli P0 all-season tires
mounted on inch wheels, while the Accord Sport gets Michelin primacy MXM-4's also mounted
on 19s. Thankfully, we're at the Edmunds test track where I can safely explore the potential of
these more than mild but less than wild sedans. So let's go turn and burn. This really isn't that
big of a deal these days. I mean, a lot of cars do that. But it does make it feel just a little less
responsive. It hits 0 to 60 in 5. It sounds OK at full throttle, at least it doesn't sound like you're
going to break anything. As I'm heading into this next hairpin, I'll get on the brakes hard, but not
pushing it through the firewall. The thing is though, I'm trying to downshift into second gear and
it won't let me do it until I'm halfway through the turn, even though I know I have the revs there.
It's frustrating. I like getting all my breaking in downshifting done just before I turn in, and it
keeps the car a little more settled all the way through. Now in this turn, body roll, it is certainly
there. But the Accord is still pretty well-mannered. It doesn't encourage you to drive it any
harder, mostly because it feels like you're not going to get anything else out of it. This is an
Accord Sport, after all. It's not something like an Accord Type R. Accord Type R. I could get
behind something like that. Tire howl it is definitely there. But it gives you a good indication of
how much grip you have left. Is it fun? Yeah, reasonably it is. But what happens if I turn up the
aggression just a little bit? Let's find out. Oh, yeah. Front and plows really hard. I lose all the
grip up front, and I have to back out of the throttle just because there's nothing left I can pull
from those poor tires. All right. That's enough. I'm going to cool it down, head back to pit. One
thing I noticed pulling into the pits, the Accord, on the brakes, they were steaming. There were
really, really hot. So that's one thing to keep in mind, especially because I wasn't really truly
torturing them that much. The Kia K5 GT has upgraded rotors and calipers, so it's possible
those brakes might not have as much of a problem. We shall see. Right off the line, the K5 GT
has a distinct pause before you start getting any acceleration. On top of that, there are some
awkward lurches as the dual clutch transmission tries to settle in and get you a higher gear. It's
much less of an issue if you slap it over to manual mode. But in the everyday drive and
commute, it can get pretty tiresome. I do like the engine sound better in the K5. Down low, it has
this subtle little flutter, something that you might expect from a Subaru Boxer engine. But
higher up, it gets smoother and a little more pronounced. As far as brakes go, well, there's not a
whole lot to say there about feel. And again, that's a good thing. They do seem less prone to
overheating than the Accord, but the unfortunate thing is it took feet to come to a stop from 60
miles an hour. That is not very good. Coming into these sharper turns, I am able to grab second
gear quicker than in the Accord. Allows it to rev up a little higher. The sport tuned suspension
does a much better job of managing body role. It just feels a lot more planted. And neither car
have much in the way of steering feedback. It gives you a little more effort, at least it feels the
part. As I get back into the throttle, the fun, it just dies. Yeah, ugh. With the added power, it's
much easier to overwhelm those front tires, and it feels like you have to be a lot more careful
about that than in the Accord. It's a clear case that this car would greatly benefit from stickier
tires or limited slip differential, and definitely all wheel drive. As it is, you have to baby the K5
GT out of turns. And that's the big letdown. Up until that point, it's pretty damn good. Once you
can lay that power down, the ups are so quick, power is plentiful. I like the way the transmission
works when I'm driving it hard like this, but in the everyday commute it kind of falls apart. It
seems the opposite with the Accord, where it's smoother in everyday driving and a little too
conservative for spirited driving. As for ride quality, I feel the bumps more than I would in the
Accord or a regular K5, but it's nothing close to what I'd consider harsh. I think it's a good mix
of sporty stiffness and comfortable compliance. In fact, I'd like to see a sport tuned suspension
in the Accord Sport. Even more surprising, I'd take a supporting K5 with all wheel drive over
either of these. It's a clear cut case that more power doesn't always equate to a better or
sportier car. Fortunately, all the things that make the K5 our top-rated sedan remain. It's
comfortable. It's a joy to drive. It's packed with tech, and you get a lot for your money. That said,
if your budget can swing it, I suggest stepping up to the Kia Stinger or Dodge Charger, if you're
serious about fun. And let me know if you want to see that comparison, because I sure as hell
want to shoot it. Thanks for watching, and as always hit that Subscribe button below. I'm going
to try and squeeze in a few more laps before they kick us out. See you. Since the

current-generation Honda Accord's debut in , it has enjoyed a prized spot among midsize family
sedans. That ends with the introduction of the new Kia K5, which replaces the Optima in the
lineup. The K5 drives just as well as the Accord and has similar levels of comfort and
convenience. It's essentially a tie between the Accord until you get to pricing, where the Kia
holds a firm advantage throughout the trim levels. The Mazda 6 is the sporty sophisticate of the
class, with attractive styling mixed with higher levels of performance and driver engagement.
It's also attractive on the inside, and we award more points for its comfortable seats and
easy-to-use infotainment system. Really, the only drawback is that it rides marginally stiffer
than its rivals. Like the related Kia K5, the Hyundai Sonata is as good to drive as the Accord,
delivers a lot for the money, and has plenty of storage and cargo space. One of the few things
keeping the Sonata out of the top three is an interior that isn't as refined as we expect these
days. The Honda Accord is offered in the following submodels: Accord Sedan. Available styles
include EX-L 4dr Sedan 1. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Honda
Accord and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Accord 4. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the
Accord. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Honda
Accord and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Accord featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Honda Accord. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Honda Honda Accord. Select year - Upcoming - New - New.
Other years. Pros Engines are both powerful and fuel-efficient Interior is cavernous and uses
upscale materials Sporty handling makes it fun to drive Many advanced driver safety aids come
standard Cons Not as quiet as some rival sedans Low seating position slightly hampers entry
and exit What's new Updated front-end styling Revised trim level lineup Newly available
wireless Android Auto and Apple CarPlay Manual transmission no longer available Part of the
10th Accord generation introduced for What's it like to live with? The Accord is a class leader.
It's an undeniably compelling package, and it's enjoyable to drive. Some rival sedans might best
the Accord in a few areas, but no other sedan puts it all together as well as this one. We like
how the Accord's engine and transmission respond quickly and provide sufficient power. The
raw numbers aren't special â€” our as-tested mph time of 8 seconds is average for a base
engine in this segment â€” but the rapid response to driver input is. Honda's CVT automatic will
lower engine rpm as much as possible to improve fuel economy, but it responds quickly and
smoothly to provide more power when you need it. The car corners well, sticking to the road
with no drama, and the brakes are easy to control for smooth stops. Our panic-stop braking test
from 60 mph resulted in an average stopping distance for a midsize sedan, and the Accord's
brakes instill confidence thanks to arrow-straight stops. The steering, though accurate and

easy, doesn't give you much feel for the road. The Accord is quiet and comfortable in most
situations. The front seats have well-placed headrests and comfortable back support, but the
seat cushions don't have a lot of padding. Finding the right adjustment is important to staying
comfortable on long drives. All climate settings can be adjusted with straightforward and clearly
labeled manual controls, and the system's automatic setting regulates cabin temperature well.
We tested the top-trim Accord Hybrid Touring, which comes with an adaptive suspension as
well as big inch wheels. While we appreciate the extra features of the Touring ventilated front
seats, for example , we haven't found that the adaptive shock absorbers contribute much to the
ride quality. In fact, we'd go so far as to recommend either the EX or EX-L trim level if comfort is
a priority for you. They cost thousands less than the similarly equipped Touring trim and still
have a smooth ride thanks to their smaller inch wheels that have cushier tire sidewalls. The
Accord's cabin is nicely insulated against wind noise, though tire noise is noticeable on the
highway. The interior of the Accord offers modern design, quality soft-touch materials, lots of
room, and a user-friendly infotainment system and control layout. Basic functions are easy to
navigate thanks to physical buttons, but the controls on the wheel aren't intuitively laid out and
take getting used to. The cabin is airy and open, but taller drivers will want to test the seating
position since their knees might rub on a piece of hard plastic trim. The doorsills are high and
wide, meaning other sedans are a little easier to get in and out of. Rear legroom is excellent,
though taller passengers will run out of headroom and will have to duck while exiting the back
seat. The available navigation system's graphics look crisp, and instructions are easy to follow.
Honda also did a nice job integrating the infotainment system with the gauge cluster screen and
optional head-up display. However, the standard pairing method is easy enough that it's mostly
a novelty. The premium audio system produces a lot of volume without distortion, but sound
quality is unexceptional for an upgraded system. Many active safety and driver aids come
standard on the Accord, but blind-spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert aren't standard on
lower trims. The adaptive cruise control system mostly works well, but it sometimes picks up
neighboring lanes in curves. Forward collision alert doesn't deliver false warnings but is very
sensitive. The Accord offers about as much utility as possible for a sedan. It has excellent trunk
volume. The opening is wide, if a little narrow, and it's easy to maneuver objects in and out. The
cabin offers plenty of spots for small items. The center console armrest bin is generously sized,
and the front charging ports and wireless charging pad if equipped are in a cubby with room for
more than one phone. For family duty, the Accord has car seat anchors that are located under
clearly marked flaps and are close to the surface with no seating material impinging on access.
Even bulky car seats shouldn't pose a problem. The EPA estimate of mpg combined with the
base engine is excellent for a midsize sedan. But we only managed to average Other vehicles
we test do a better job of matching the EPA estimates. The Accord's small turbocharged engine
seems to get thirsty when driven in the real world. You get a lot of car for your money. The
Accord's interior design is modern and upscale. The touch points are covered in soft-touch
materials, and the panels are fit tightly together. Only a few of the textured surfaces reveal
themselves to be somewhat tacky-feeling hard plastics. Equipment scales well through the trim
levels, so you don't feel like you're being shorted for opting for a lower trim. Dollar for dollar,
the Accord feels like it's in a different league. You feel good getting in the Accord. It reminds
you that you chose wisely as you settle into the low seat. You can sit low and back, ensconced
in the vehicle, and it imparts a sensation of being in a much more expensive car. If the steering
was sharper, this Honda could even be a sport sedan. As it is, the Accord is a sporty and
competent sedan that's actually a lot of fun to whip through corners thanks to its stability. Just
like its predecessor, it delivers plenty of features for the money. In particular, the keyless entry,
leather upholstery and heated seats are worth the price premium over the Sport trim. You also
get a handful of other convenience items. It also adds: Rain-sensing wipers Paddle shifters
Head-up display displays important information in your sight line onto the windshield Ventilated
front seats Heated outboard rear seats Navigation system Low-speed anti-collision braking
applies the brakes if a collision is imminent between 1 and 6 mph. Read more. Find savings on
the Accord for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Accord lease offers. Sponsored cars
related to the Accord. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, The Sport mode. Applies
the brakes automatically to lessen the force of an impact. Blind-Spot Information System Warns
the driver that another vehicle is in a blind spot. Illuminates a light in the mirror and beeps if the
turn signal is activated. Adaptive Cruise Control Maintains a driver-selected distance to a
vehicle ahead in traffic. Automatically brakes and accelerates to maintain the gap. Side Impact
Test Good. Honda Accord vs. Kia K5 Since the current-generation Honda Accord's debut in , it
has enjoyed a prized spot among midsize family sedans. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Related Accord Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the Accord both on the road and at the
track, giving it a 8. You probably care about Honda Accord fuel economy, so it's important to

know that the Accord gets an EPA-estimated 26 mpg to 33 mpg, depending on the
configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your
new car, keep in mind that the Accord has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more.
To determine whether the Honda Accord is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer
reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Accord. Look for
specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Accord's
average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Honda Accord is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the
Accord and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability
should all be factors in determining whether the Accord is a good car for you. Other versions
include: EX-L 4dr Sedan 1. If you're interested in the Honda Accord, the next question is, which
Accord model is right for you? Accord variants include EX-L 4dr Sedan 1. What do people think
of the Honda Accord? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust
series of ratings and reviews for the Honda Accord and all model years in our database. Our
Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Honda Accord? Which Honda Accords are available in
my area? Can't find a new Honda Accords you want in your area? Consider a broader search.
Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Honda Accord? Check out Honda lease specials.
Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Accord drive? How comfortable is the Accord?
How economical is the Accord? Is the Accord a good value? To make sure your vehicle stays in
top shape, check its parts for wear and damage at regular intervals and replace them in time.
When you are in need of a reliable replacement part for your Honda Accord to restore it to
'factory like' performance, turn to CARiD's vast selection of premium quality products that
includes everything you may need for routine maintenance and major repairs. All Honda Accord
repair parts on offer are designed to provide high quality, performance, and long-lasting service
life at an economical price. Useful articles fast to read and guides easy to understand written by
mechanics and car enthusiasts to turn your shopping experience with CARiD into a pleasure.
Featured Products. Show More. More than Just Oil. Green Power that Moves. Brake Late. Finish
First. Your Source for Engine Part Needs. Keeping Your Vehicle Moving. As cases of COVID
continue to spread throughout the country, many people are looking to
mazda protege 92
2007 dodge caliber starter relay
wiring diagram emergency lights
disinfect anything and everything they come into contact with on a regular Brake calipers,
found only on disc brake systems, house pistons which use the force of hydraulic brake fluid to
stop the vehicle. More specifically, those pistons The springs on your vehicle are an integral
part of its suspension system. Not only do springs keep all four corners suspended at a
pre-determined, level ride height, Bolted to an engine block and powered by a belt-driven pulley,
an alternator is in motion whenever the engine is running. But did you Maybe you remember
being pushed along in a wheelbarrow during childhood. The ride was bone-jarring - even with
an air-filled rubber tire cushioning against the rough A timing belt is a toothed belt made of
reinforced rubber that rides on sprocket wheels. Spark plugs are a key ingredient of gasoline
engines when it comes to serving up a dish of solid power. More specifically, they conduct
electricity derived from the Fit perfect, works excellent. Thank you.

